SUIT CONTRACT LEADS

AUCTION: 1 Spade on your right, 2 spades on your left, all pass

1. A10765 Do not lead this suit
2. KJ53 Lead the 3 if you choose to lead this suit
3. Q10852 Lead the 5, 4th best
4. K82 Lead the 2
5. QJ105 Lead the Q
6. QJ96 Lead the Q
7. J107 Lead the J
8. 1094 Lead the 10
9. 987 Lead the 9
10. 1087 Lead the 7, too dangerous to lead the 10 without the 9
11. 976 Lead the 6, 9 is too dangerous,
12. AK95 Lead the A, A from AK
13. AQJ10 Do not lead this suit
14. KQJ3 Lead the K, ideal lead
15. KQ104 Lead the K
16. KJ105 If you lead this suit, lead the J, interior sequence

Learn to accept the fact that best leads don’t always work

“IF YOU LEAD AN ACE, YOU WILL OFTEN LEARN WHAT YOU SHOULD HAVE LED “

“Underleading an Ace is a good idea, as long as you want to look for a new partner

“There is no such thing as a blind opening lead, just deaf opening leaders”